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QUESTION: 1
Which of the following is true about applying CAS templates to CAS hosts?

A. Each CAS Template can only be applied to one CAS host.
B. Instance-level changes can be made to the template items so that the same
template may be applied with different parameters (ie. run frequency) to many
CAS hosts.
C. Applying CAS Templates will require the database management system on the
CAS host to be restarted.
D. CAS Templates are applied to collectors, which act as CAS hosts.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 2
The query builder contains all of the following panes except for:

A. The Entity List.
B. The Query Fields.
C. The Query ID Selector.
D. The Query Conditions.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 3
In a Guardium environment where data servers can talk to the collector, what is the
relationship between the S-TAP and the collector appliance?

A. There is no relationship since the S-TAP and the collector are incompatible
Guardium entities.
B. The S-TAP reports database activity to the collector for policy management and
auditing.
C. A collector can only interact with one S-TAP for policy management and
auditing.
D. The collector sends the S-TAP information about its policies so it knows what
traffic to intercept.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 4
Which of the following is not a valid termination action for an extrusion rule?

A. Termination actions are not available for extrusion rules.
B. S-TAP Terminate.
C. Termination actions are available for extrusion rules, however these are
executed by the database management system and not Guardium.
D. S-GATE Terminate.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 5
An audit administrator wants to track database changes performed by database
administrators and reconcile these changes with an existing change tracking
database. Which Guardium features can be used to implement this scenario?

A. External Data Connector and Entitlement Reports.
B. Application Events API and Entitlement Reports.
C. Application Events API and External Data Correlation.
D. Sensitive Object Discovery and User Application Translation.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 6
Which of the following Guardium facilities is used to import external data?

A. External Data Correlation
B. Multi-format Importing Utility
C. Special Data Collector
D. System Integration Facility.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 7
What is CAS?

A. An agent installed on the database server that reports to the collector whenever
a monitored entity, such as a file, environment variable or script output has
changed.
B. An agent installed on the database server that reports to the collector whenever
a monitored database's version has changed through upgrades or patch installs.
C. An optional agent installed on the collector that monitors the database server for
entity changes.
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